
 

 



 

 

Hunt ID: TX-WDeerAxisDeerTurkey-All-ERICKSBURGFRED-RMRJAND-OEJ 

Let the wife and daughter shop Fredericksburg while you and your son hunt deer 40 minutes away. In the 

evening they can come out and stay at the ranch or you can go into town and stay with them.  

“  You go ahead and shop, we are going Hunting! ” 

We are driven to provide the working mans hunts with high success and low costs and still provide 



acomidations if you wish to use them. If you are looking for a high end hunt, chandelers and and steak 

dinners, well keep looking this is not for you. We put our money into our animasl and the hunt, that is what 

you take home with you not the chandleere and steak dinner. 

This Ranch is very proud to offer trophy whitetailed deer, management buck, and also axis buck hunting 

centrally located in the beautiful Texas Hill Country. Discounted Prices available on specific packages. 

Lodging can be as low as $ 25 per night with 6 people, you won’t find that in Fredricksburg. 

Excellent Texas Hill Country Whitetailed and Axis Deer hunting. 

We offer guided hunting and also allow harvesting of one does with a hunt to help control the doe herd if you 

wish. Axis Deer is known world wide to be the best eating venison in the world!. 

THE RANCH 

With a 8 foot fence all around the property we can control the quality and quanity of the deer you are after. 

We are not a do everything and hogs ranch. We specalize in deer, Whitetail and Axis deer. The outcome is 

we have the biggest deer at the best price, looking around will confirm it. 

We are easy to find, located in Kerr County, Texas, just 40 miles west of Fredericksburgoff of highway 10.  

The Ranch is mostly easy-going flat country with some easy to navigate hills. The ranch vegetation consists 

of plentiful shin oak, live oak, post oak, briars, and cedar with a few cactus and AN ABUNDANCE OF 

WILDLIFE. We have whitetailed deer, Rio Grande turkey, native birds, small mammals, and axis deer that 

freely roam the ranch. 

FAMILY FUN 

Bring the family with you on your hunt. Let them go on a photograph hunt and take outdoor photographs of 

the whitetailed deer, axis deer squirrels, Turkeys, armadillos, birds, and numerous species of other native 

wildlife.. 

We offer a guided good old fashion family hunting opportunity and can accommodate up to six persons for an 

evening stay. All the conveniences of home plus, when permissible, a good old camp fire.  

We offer affordable hunts of 2 days and 1 nights as well as accommodations at $150 per night  for 1-6 people 

hunters and non-hunters.(Food not included). 

 

 

SUPPLEMENTAL FEEDING 

We have an intense supplemental feeding program going to enhance the quality of mature bucks on the ranch. 

The deer are fed protein with mineral supplements to enhance antler growth, general health, fawn production 



and table fare. We also conduct doe harvests to control herd population and management buck hunts to 

control genetics of the herd. We generally harvest management bucks each season as part of our game 

management program. 

 

HUNTING GUIDELINES 

Requirements  

•           A valid Texas hunting license  

•           You will be required to sign the necessary release form before being allowed 

          to hunt  

 

Hunting Rules 

•           No alcohol will be consumed during hunting hours  

•           No loaded weapons in the camp or the lodge.  

•           No shots at running game  

•           No shots at deer unless your guide approves. The deer guide’s decision in the  

            field is final  

 

•           A wounded animal counts as your kill. If you draw blood it’s your animal  

•           What you shoot is what you pay for so be certain what you shoot. All  

            hunts are guided high fence. 

•           Some of the bucks on the ranch will be off-limits due to age, and are our  

            breed bucks.  

•           Depends on yearly hunts to see about shooting extra does.  

•           We will be conducting some hunts on other ranches, but there will  

            be a different cost for these hunts.   

 

•           Only the Guides Scoring is used for pricing.  

We will be conducting some hunts on other ranches, but there will be a different cost for these hunts.   

 

Discounted Hunt Package Available for a Limited Time. 



Let me know as soon as possible and I will lock it in so no one gets in there ahead of you and cleans out the 

discounted animals and you get stuck with only having the high priced animals. 

 

Get discounts and no hunt fees except for the first axis or whitetail taken as listed below. 

 

Here is the option for you two to hunt and at this price get as many friends as possible up to a total of 5 you 

won’t see the prices this low again.. 

 

Lodging 

Lodging is $150 Total per night for up to 5 hunters. Note this is for the total Lodge  not for each hunter. The 

lodge has running water, kitcher and restrooms and so on, nice but no chandleres and steak dinners. With 

your group it can be about $25 per hunter per night. 

Axis deer are best identified by their burnt orange coat with white spots (similar to a whitetail fawn) and a 

black streak running the length of their spine.  White throat patches are prominent in males and females.  

Males sport large antlers that grow skyward, forking at the base and again inside each main beam.  Most axis 

bucks aspire to be 6 points (3 on left & 3 on right), but non-typical 7th and 8th+ points near the bases are not 

uncommon.  Adult male antlers can reach lengths of just over 40″, but 28-36″ is most common.   Females do 

not normally grow antlers.  Live weights range from 150 to 250 lbs in mature males; 90 to 150 lbs in adult 

females. 

 

Axis Deer Behavior 

Axis tend to be cautious by nature and show many similarities to the daily activity patterns of whitetail – 

becoming most active around dusk and dawn.  They can, however, be seen in open areas during warmer parts 

the day, bedding in groups in sunny conditions.  Groups consisting of young and old animals, males and 

females are common.  Older males tend to become more isolated.   Axis use several vocalizations to 

communicate.  Both sexes emit alarm calls sounding much like a high-pitch bark.  Males often bellow loudly 

during breeding season.  Male antlers are shed and regrown annually.  Antler cycles are often irregular 

depending on what time of the year they were born, with some sporting hardened antlers while others are still 

in different stages of growth.  Like most antlered exotics, axis males fight for dominance during the rut with 

hardened antlers.  They also fight during velvet antler growth stages by standing on their hindlegs and bat at 

each other with their front hooves.  Axis are known to be good swimmers, showing no fear of water. 

All hunt no matter how many animal you hunt and or shoot are $ 100 per day. 



All animals are subject to availability 

If you pay a deposit that animal is reserved for your hunt. 

Axis Deer 

Axis bucks under 28” are $2200 and discounted down to only………………..…..…$  1595 

Axis Quality Over 28” are $2600 and discounted down to only ……………….….…$ 1995 

Axis Premium buck  30” to $34” $2900 and discounted down to only …...…………$  2195 

Axis Trophy Bucks 34 and up $3500 and discounted down to only ………….…….. $  2495 

Axis Does  $600 and discounted down to only ...………..….…………………..…….$   495 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Whitetail Deer 

Trophy Whitetail bucks 4x4 and larger $ 3000 and discounted down to only .……….. $ 1995 

Economy Whitetail Bucks 3x4 and smaller $2500 and discounted down to only …….. $1495 

Add a doe Whitetail $800 and discounted down to only …………………....…………. $  395 

  
          

Mike Lollar - Owner  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

We accept 

  Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all 

hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of 
your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical 

condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it, 
hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling 
his bucket list!  

 

http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

